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the Galaxy Project 

Galaxy is an open,  

web-based platform for 

 accessible, reproducible, and transparent 

computational biomedical research. 

http://galaxyproject.org/ 



Accessible: Users without programming experience 
can easily specify parameters and run tools and 

workflows.  

 

Reproducible: Galaxy captures information so that 

any user can repeat and understand a complete 
computational analysis.  

 

Transparent: Users share and publish analyses via 

the web and create Pages, interactive, web-based 

documents that describe a complete analysis. 
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These options result in several  

ways to use Galaxy 
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As a free web server integrating a wealth of 

tools, compute resources, terabytes  

of reference data and permanent storage 

https://usegalaxy.org/ 

a centralized solution cannot  

support the different analysis  

needs of the entire world. 
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As an open source software  
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Galaxy is available as 

As an open source software  

https://getgalaxy.org/ 

...and it is installed in  

locations around the world 



deploy Galaxy 

    install	  Galaxy	  locally	  

 

    use	  Galaxy	  on	  the	  Cloud	  

 

	  	  	  	  	  get	  the	  SlipStream	  Galaxy	  appliance	  (BioTeam)	  



using Galaxy 

http://usegalaxy.org  

Galaxy's public web site 



learning Galaxy 

http://wiki.galaxyproject.org/Learn 

http://wiki.galaxyproject.org/CitingGalaxy 

tutorials 

screencats 

shared histories & workflows 

http://wiki.galaxyproject.org/MailingLists 
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Galaxy is a community 

in addition to http://usegalaxy.org there 

are 60 public instances offered by  

institutes from all over the world  

plus an unknown number  

of private Galaxy servers  

~4000 code commits from  

over 50 people per year 



Galaxy is a community 

http://bit.ly/gxytrello 



Galaxy toolshed 

2570 'tools' published from ~220 developers   



Galaxy toolshed 

2570 'tools' published from ~220 developers   

Galaxy wrappers for existing  

   command line tools  

Tools especially developed 

   for Galaxy 



The Galaxy Team 

https://wiki.galaxyproject.org/GalaxyTeam 

Penn State 
 

Johns Hopkins  





let's do some work now 

http://cloud1.galaxyproject.org 


